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Abstract—A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) translates pat-
terns of brain signals such as the electroencephalogram (EEG)
into messages for communication and control. In the case of
endogenous systems the reliable detection of induced patterns
is more challenging than the detection of the more stable and
stereotypical evoked responses. In the former case specific mental
activities such as motor imagery are used to encode different
messages. In the latter case users have to attend sensory stimuli
to evoke a characteristic response. Indeed, a large number of
users who try to control endogenous BCIs do not reach sufficient
level of accuracy. This fact is also known as BCI “inefficiency” or
“illiteracy”. In this paper we discuss and make some conjectures,
based on our knowledge and experience in BCI, on whether or not
online co-adaptation of human and machine can be the solution
to overcome this challenge. We point out some ingredients that
might be necessary for the system to be reliable and allow the
users to attain sufficient control.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) translates patterns of
brain signals such as the electroencephalogram (EEG) into
messages for communication and control (for review see [1],
[2], [3], [4]). To generate specific EEG patterns BCI users
must perform the associated cognitive activities that elicit
different mental states. The EEG is converted into patterns
by means of feature extraction techniques (for a review
see [3]) that improve the signal to noise ratio of the brain
signals. To produce several mental states, the users either
attend sensory stimuli that exogenously evoke specific patterns
or endogenously induce patterns by mentally engaging in
a task. These patterns are then translated into commands.
In practice, the EEG information is not “just” visualized as
done in neurofeedback, but is coded with the help of some
algorithm, see Figure 1. Examples of exogenous signals are
the P300 evoked potential [5], [6], [7], [8] or steady-state
visual (or auditory or somatosensory) Evoked Potentials (EP)
[9], [10]. The detection and translation of exogenous visual
evoked responses, assuming that neural pathways are intact,
can be achieved with accuracy of 90+% and without learning
curve over time [9]. Time of occurrence of the EP is linked

























Fig. 1. Schema of a BCI system. The mental state of the user is acquired
with some type of device. These signals are preprocessed to extract features
and convert them into commands of, for example, a computer application.
Thanks to the feedback, the user can observe the result of the interpretation
of his/her mental state by the computer.
generated EP curve or other characteristic features of the EP
are also known. Since these properties typically do not change
significantly within an hour of time (the typical duration of
BCI experiments in the laboratory) reliable translation of EP
brain patterns into messages can be achieved. In end users
with brain tissue damage that resulted in motor and cognitive
impairment, the success rate strongly varies based on the
related functional impairment (for example in end user with
cerebral palsy [11]). High workload and other cognitive factors
impact on EP features and change their properties over time,
which leads to decrease in translation performance [12].
II. THE ROLE OF MACHINE LEARNING AND PATTERN
RECOGNITION
The use of machine learning and pattern recognition sig-
nificantly contributes to reduce training time and improve
recognition performance [13], [14], [15], [16]. According to
Tom Mitchell’s definition a computer program is said to
learn from experience, i.e. from data, with respect to some
task and some performance measure, if its performance on
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Fig. 2. Machine learning based BCI system. Usually a calibration session without feedback is performed to train the feature extraction and classifier methods.
Just after that, the BCI session with feedback can start. The ongoing signal is classified according to what was learned in the calibration session.
the task, as measured by the performance metric, improves
with experience [17]. Since we do not have comprehensive
models describing the relationship between brain functioning,
mental activities and EEG signals, data-driven approaches are
used to characterize causal relationships. This means that we
have to rely on experimental procedures for collecting data
and statistical methods for describing signal features during
different conditions (e.g. control vs. non-control). Statistical
metrics such as the mean and the (co)variance are generally
estimated from the collected data and used to characterize
different experimental conditions (for example, the linear
model of EP assumes that the mean of the signal contains the
EP information and the (co)-variance the noise, [18]). Pattern
recognition models are then selected based on the probability
density function estimation of conditions and optimized to
enhance translation accuracy. Linear methods often achieve
high accuracy and reduce the system complexity (and are in
line with the previously mentioned EEG model). Since EP
properties are quasi-stationary and linear approaches achieve
high performance, linear models are typically used for clas-
sification [19], [20], [18]. In this case it is typical that the
ratio of the amount of training examples for target and non-
target class is highly unbalanced and this should be taken
into account when parameters and performance are estimated
[21], [18], [16]. Usually, a BCI session based on machine
learning methods is divided into two parts. A calibration
recording without feedback will serve to train the selected
algorithms. As aforementioned, these typically include some
feature extraction and classification technique. After that the
feedback recording starts, in which the data is continuously
classified. The already trained methods serve to estimate the
current mental state of the user [22]. Figure 2 illustrates this
2-step approach.
III. ENDOGENOUS BCIS
The current paper focuses on BCIs that detect endogenously
created patterns in the ongoing EEG. In this case specific men-
tal activities are used to encode different messages. Performing
such a specific mental activity induces transient changes in
EEG and/or modulates EEG rhythms in a predictive way.
Examples of mental tasks used to modulate oscillations in a
predictive way are classic motor imagery tasks such as the
repetitive kinesthetic imagination of hand or feet movements
[23], attempted movement [24], or the solving of mental
arithmetic or word generation tasks [25], [26]. Since the BCI
user can start and stop performing the mental activity at will,
endogenous BCIs intrinsically allow the establishment of user-
driven communication (aka asynchronous or self-paced control
[3], [27], [28], [29]). User-driven means that the user is in
control and can initiate communication without the need of any
exogenous stimulation or perturbation. While this is potentially
useful it is at the expense of detection accuracy. The reason
for accuracy deterioration lies in the nature of EEG. EEG
is the summation of potential shifts that are generated by
dendritic ion currents of millions of apical cortical neurons
[30] [31]. Numerous short and long distance brain networks
are active at any given time. Patterns resulting from the
superposition of the activity of cortical neurons modulated by
mental activities and the activity of short and long distance
cortical networks may be subject to large variability both
within and between subjects. This does not include technical
or other sources of noise and interference that may contribute
to EEG non-stationarity. Consequently, reliable detection of
induced patterns is more challenging than the detection of the
more stable and stereotypical evoked responses.
Experimental paradigms therefore often ask the user to
modulate EEG oscillations in response to a cue. This reduces
some uncertainty and limits analysis and interpretation of
EEG to defined time intervals. Given the above-mentioned
variability in inducing specific EEG patterns, and given the
fact that we rely on statistical descriptors for characterizing
variable pattern features and statistical pattern recognition
techniques, the pattern recognition performance is lower com-
pared to EP-based BCIs, but a learning curve can often be
observed [25], [32], [33], [34]. Some BCI users are able
to generate - in terms of statistical moments - very distinct
patterns from the very beginning. Given that the distributions
of features are different, machine learning is very successful
in this group of users and pattern recognition performance is
close to 100%. The majority of users, however, is not able
to reliably induce distinct patterns [35]. For discrimination
between two different mental tasks accuracies in the range
of 75% are commonly reported [35] [36]. Since BCI model
parameters are typically fixated, users need to train to generate
patterns that the machine can detect. Training requires feed-
back. Typically users perform mental activities and receive
feedback on the pattern recognition performance. However,
since patterns are not well established and hence not different
enough, pattern recognition performance will be limited and
the related feedback will include uncertainty. Unambiguous
information makes learning and training very challenging for
the user. Moreover, the related feedback EEG data may not be
useful for improving translation performances since the human
brain may start exploring different strategies, i.e. using various
different mental activities, to be more successful. In summary,
not only do we have to expect highly variable patterns, but
also changes in EEG patterns due to the exploring of different
mental activities that lead to reward, i.e., correct detection.
First training approaches used to gain BCI control were
based on operant conditioning [37], [38]. This corresponds
to the approach outlined above where BCI model parameters
were fixated and the user had to train to modulate EEG
oscillations by trial-and-error. Trial-and-error is the standard
way how the brain learns. Humans try to perform a task, they
get feedback on task performance and then they retry with
adjusted parameters. Note, that this learning task is similar to
the definition of machine learning. One major issue for BCI
learning is the fact that the brain does not have a mental model
of the BCI operation; nor sensors that measure the quality
of cortical activity. Hence, the brain has to learn an internal
representation of the BCI first, i.e., of the feature extraction
and pattern recognition models. Once the BCI model is learned
and internalized, which means that the brain gained sense of
ownership and agency, it becomes an accepted extension of
the body and control becomes more natural. This process,
however, typically takes longer periods of time. Months and
years of training are required. And this does not solve the issue
of non-stationarity of EEG signals due to overlapping network
activities discussed above. BCIs were developed with medical
applications in mind. Years of training are not desirable. End
users would need control as soon as possible to regain some
level of independence.
Historically as next step machine learning was introduced
in the BCI field. The directive was “let the machines learn”.
Indeed, sophisticated machine learning and pattern recogni-
tion methods were able to identify user-specific EEG pattern
features within minutes or hours of time, depending on the
type of algorithm used, and hence improve pattern recognition
performance [39], [40]. However, keeping in mind the above-
discussed variability and non-stationarity properties of EEG
patterns, this approach has obvious limitations.
In short summary: When only the brain is involved in
the learning task (operant conditioning), then time plays a
crucial role for achieving high performance. When learning
is exclusively the task of the machine, then the intrinsic
variability of EEG is a crucial factor for achieving high
performance.
Nowadays, a common approach is to distribute the learning
task and to co-adapt brain and machine [1], [41]. This means
that machine learning and operant conditioning are applied
alternately. Firstly, machine learning is applied to identify
most discriminating EEG patterns in calibration recordings.
Secondly, the brain trains to generate brain states by feedback
training, aka. operant conditioning since BCI parameters are
fixated. Thirdly, machine learning is again applied to the
feedback data. Fourthly, feedback training is performed and
so on. In this way machine and brain mutually co-adapt.
This approach, however, corresponds basically to a connecting
together of the two above limitations of each approach.
IV. IS ONLINE CO-ADAPTATION THE SOLUTION?
The most natural way to overcome the aforementioned
difficulties is to “let the machines learn” during the online
operation of the system, that is, to apply machine learning
methods during the ongoing experimental session. In this
way, the machine explores the space of brain information and
tries to minimize error or maximize information. Figure 3
summarizes online co-adaptation. This, of course, poses other
difficulties: EEG is a noisy signal with low signal to noise ratio
and the methods used should be robust against deviations that
would not contain useful information [42], [43], [44]. Given
this, one could think that not adapting might be then a safer
way of reaching success (BCI control), because there might not
be guarantee that the patterns learned online contain relevant
information. Regarding this problem, a recent paper [45]
showed with theoretical simulations of the 2-learners problem
that the complete system, human and machine, converges in
less time to a minimum error rate if both human and machine
learn simultaneously from each-other. To reach this result
one needs to take into account that the person should be
able to correctly interpret the feedback given so that both,
as a whole, try to minimize the committed mistakes. The
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Fig. 3. The online co-adaptive machine learning-based BCI schema. Typically there is no need of a calibration session or this one might be very short. The
data of the feedback session is used, maybe together with data of the same or other users, to train feature extraction and classification algorithms that will
then be used to interpret the current mental state of the user.
authors of [45] also speculated that linear methods might
deliver better results than non-linear ones because the user
might better understand them, i.e., users are enabled to more
quickly identify the relationship between mental activity and
BCI output. Interpretability of feedback is one crucial issue
that is believed to hamper success [46], [47], [48]. Online co-
adaptation and interpretability of the feedback in combination
with ease of use were the basic reasons to develop a plug-and-
play BCI [36]. The BCI collects a minimum number of trials
(approx. 10 minutes of calibration data) that allows the ma-
chine learning algorithm to identify the one single band power
feature that discriminates with high accuracy (Fisher Linear
Discriminant Analysis classifier, LDA) between two mental
states. After calibration the BCI switches automatically into
the feedback training mode. Feedback training is performed
with the selected individual feature. Feedback training thus
corresponds to neurofeedback. The BCI analyzes the ongoing
feedback EEG and recurrently updates the feature and LDA
weights when an increase in performance is expected. In a
supporting study, ten out of twelve novice users reached a
criterion level of above 70% accuracy [49] in one to three
sessions (10-80 min online time) of training, with a median
accuracy of 80.2±11.3% in the last session. This performance
was higher compared to the use of the conventional 2-stage
training procedure described above. One advantage of such
online learning systems is that the need of a calibration session
is reduced [36], [50] or completely eliminated [51], [52], [53].
One typical option is to use data from other users to have an
initial estimate of the necessary parameters [51], [52], [53].
Another common approach is to use previous data of the same
user [54].
The state of the art of co-adaptive systems mostly shows
successful outcomes for example with people who previously
could attain sufficient BCI control [32], [55], [56], [33] or
with patients [57]. Nevertheless there are also examples where
co-adaptation did not work as good as expected. In [58],
the classifier of a BCI system based on motor imagery was
updated after every trial using context-aware guessed labels.
The feature were extracted over three fixed laplacian locations
(C3, Cz and C4) not optimized for the user. The frequency
bands were also fixed. The authors reported that online adap-
tation was not useful for BCI training of users with poor
performance. In [59] the authors used a fully automatic online
adaptive BCI with completely naive users. The number of
people who could not attain control was only slightly reduced
in comparison to a semi-automatic machine learning based
BCI. We speculate that in both cases the features did not
contain relevant information. In the first case, the authors could
not show that users with problems to attain control could
improve performance with adaptation. However, these users
have typically out of average EEG patterns [33], [59]. Due to
this, the a priory selection of average laplacian locations and
frequency bands does not seem, a priory, the most appropriate
choice. Furthermore, from all the modules that compose a
BCI system, only the classifier was updated. On the other
hand in [59] the adaptation was performed in the location
of the features and the classifier. After a number of runs
Common Spatial Filters (CSF) were estimated and frequency
bands updated. The selection of band and spatial filters was
automatically performed. The authors speculate among other
reasons that the selected features might have been unstable or
prone to overfit for users with poor performance and that a
BCI expert might help if this problems is timely detected. In
any case, the authors of both papers hypothesize that online
adaptation cannot overcome the selection of irrelevant features.
It should be noted that another factor that impacts on the
overall system performance is user education and end user
instruction. It is important to ensure that end users understand
and are able to perform the required mental activities [60] [61].
If the BCI concept and mental task to be performed is not clear
to the user, then online co-adaptation can not be successful.
V. CONCLUSION
Endogenous BCIs systems are inefficient, when compared to
exogenous BCIs, and a great number of users have problems to
attain control (“BCI illiteracy” or “BCI inefficiency” [35]). The
on-line coadaptation of the BCI system parameters seems to
be promising to partly overcome problems encountered during
the BCI operation [32], [55], [56], [33]. However, the methods
applied should be robust against noise, simultaneously be
able to explore the multivariate information space of the
signals to extract relevant information. If the features do not
contain discriminative information, co-adaptive systems will
fail. Furthermore, the user needs to be able to understand
the feedback [62] and it must probably be linearly linked
to the relevant EEG features (power or amplitude) [45]. We
conjecture that if all ingredients are properly designed, online
adaptation offers the opportunity to readily include relevant
new information to the feedback loop, thereby helping users
to obtain BCI control.
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